
HEY FOLKS!







ABOUT US
Urban Coffee Roaster, an authentic brand established in 2014, co-founded by two 
coffee enthusiasts in Hong Kong, with a primary aspiration to supply quality freshly 
roasted coffee beans from origins all over the world - We pick the best for you. 

Since 2014, U.C.R. has grown from a coffee cart into an iconic coffee brand in Hong 
Kong. Besides having 4 café outlets, an Italian restaurant, a collaboration cafe and a 
sophisticated roastery, U.C.R. has a strong presence in world coffee events and 
competitions: 

- Champion - Hong Kong Cup Tasters Championship 2022
- 1st runner up - Hong Kong Coffee in Good Spirits Championship 2022
- Champion - Hong Kong Coffee in Good Spirits Championship 2021
- 2nd runner up - Hong Kong Latte Art Championship 2021
- 2nd runner up - Hong Kong Barista Championship 2019
- 2nd runner up - Hong Kong Coffee in Good Spirits Championship 2019
- 2nd runner up - Hong Kong Latte Art Championship 2019

Quality and Consistency have always been our first priority. We own a roastery with 
cutting edge facilities, supported by our team. A team of expertises in sourcing, 
roasting, quality control, sensory and brewing.

With the motto - We pick the best, we have developed our first direct trade relationship 
with a coffee producer from Guji in Ethiopia since 2017 and now direct trade with 
around 10 origins. Our motive is to know every producer of what we pick, to have a 
better understanding of the character of the beans.    
 

To promote local coffee culture, we also help driving various local coffee market and 
taking up the role as a key contributor in the development of a local coffee farming – 
Seed to Cup project. We aim to grow and process the beans locally, develop it up to the 
world latest standard. 

Besides strengthening the green sourcing and promoting local coffee culture, our 
team also promotes a continuous learning culture, with both founders in Q-grader 
qualification. U.C.R. team also participates in various juries, overseas workshops, 
covering the latest development of the coffee world. At the moment, U.C.R. team 
contains highest number of Q-grader professionals among all coffee industries in 
Hong Kong. 



As head roaster and green coffee buyer of Urban Coffee Roaster. Being
recognized as one of the pioneer in specialty coffee world. With years of 
Hong Kong coffee competition experience, he is ready to take a big step to 
represent Hong Kong to take part in the world coffee platform. In 2021, he 
became WCIGS 2021 HK representative. Gary is also enthusiastic in origin 
visiting, not only in Africa / South America for every year’s harvesting 
season but also dedicated himself in promoting local farming of coffee, 
O-farm. Being an ambassador of Lululemon, he also helps promoting 
coffee culture in a health lifestyle way.

GARY AU HORRY CHEUNG
As chief operation officer of Urban Coffee Roaster. he has accumulated 
multiple years of corporate experience in mnd before joining U.C.R. He is 
responsible for a smooth operations covering hr, finance and general 
operations of the 6 U.C.R. outlets. He built his sense of café and restaurant 
management through his several years of overseas experience in Germany, 
New York and Beijing.

CO-FOUNDERS



AWARDS

- Champion - Hong Kong Cup Tasters Championship 2022
- 1st runner up - Hong Kong Coffee in Good Spirits Championship 2022
- Champion - Hong Kong Coffee in Good Spirits Championship 2021
- 2nd runner up - Hong Kong Latte Art Championship 2021
- 2nd runner up - Hong Kong Barista Championship 2019
- 2nd runner up - Hong Kong Coffee in Good Spirits Championship 2019
- 2nd runner up - Hong Kong Latte Art Championship 2019
- 2nd runner up – The Roastgem Experimental Cup 2019
- The Most Flavor Coffee - The Roastgem Experimental Cup 2019
- The Most Flavor Coffee - The Roastgem Experimental Cup 2018

QUALIFICATIONS
- Coffee Quality Institute certified (CQI) licensed Q-Grader Qualification (2015-now)
- Hong Kong Brewers Cup Certified Judge (2019, 2021)
- Ecuador Best of Lojas Coffee Auction Certified Judge (2020)
- Hong Kong Aeropress Championship Certified Judge (2019, 2020)
- Hong Kong Coffee in Good Spirits Championship Certified Judge (2019)
- Hong Kong Barista Championship Certified Sensory Judge (2015, 2018, 2019)
- Colombia Land of Diversity Coffee Auction Certified Judge (2018)
- Specialty Coffee Association of America Instructor Development Program (2017)
- Alliance for Coffee Excellence, Cup of Excellence Cupper Camp (2016)
- Hong Kong Barista Championship Certified Technical Judge (2016)

DISTRIBUTORSHIP
- Mahlkonig distributor HK, 2023
- Faema Coffee Machine distributor HK, 2020 – present
- 1zpresso distributor HK, 2020 – present
- Aquacode Coffee Brewing Water sole distributor HK, 2019 – present
- Purefresh Coffee Grinder, 2018 – present
- Official Brewista & Bonavita distributor HK, 2015 – present



LOCATIONS

Address: 7 Bristol Avenue, Tsim Sha Tsui 
Tele #: 852 2363 3661 

Situated in the heart of Tsim Sha Tsui area, serving speciality coffee and 
high-quality food in the neighbourhood. With the creativity of our barista and 
the chef team, we created a coffee featured menu, including our signature 
Slow-cooked Coffee Pork Belly and Spinach Toast with Poached Egg.

URBAN COFFEE ROASTER
TSIM SHA TSUI

Address: Shop 12, 29 Tong Yin Street, Tseung Kwan O
Tele #: 852 2383 3362 

U.C.R. TKO brings you a cutting edge modern coffee experience with frozen 
beans (-18c / -60c) and freeze distillation milk. On the food side, it is a 
Japanese -Peruvian inspired menu together with a revamped vegan 
choices. Nonetheless, the home-made ice-cream is a highlight for anyone 
who enjoys something sweet while sitting on the waterfront promenade.  
   

URBAN COFFEE ROASTER
TSEUNG KWAN O



Address: Shop D G/F, 9 Kingston Street, Fashion Walk, Causeway Bay
Tele #: 852 3594 6569 

U.C.R. CWB not only provides you with a wide range of quality coffee 
choice, the Japanese-Peruvian inspired food menu, bespoke coffee 
omakase, creative cocktail and homemade plant based mylk step up your 
luxurious coffee experience to next level. 

URBAN COFFEE ROASTER
CAUSEWAY BAY

Address: Shop 305, Yue Man Square, 33 Hip Wo St, Kwun Tong
Tele #: 852 3568 6049

U.C.R. KT brings you a modern coffee / cocktail experience in which the 
central bar is a performance stage for barista/bartender. With the 
experience in winning the Coffee in Good Spirit Champion in Hong Kong, 
U.C.R. extended our expertise to the cocktail area. Crossover of different 
brands and projects in the spirit industry will be featured in this coffee 
cocktail bar. 

URBAN COFFEE ROASTER
KWUN TONG

LOCATIONS



LOCATIONS

PENTOLA
TAI PO

Address: Shop G01&02 - Tai Po Arts Centre, 12 )n Pong Road, Tai Po, NT. 
Tele #: 852 2630 3310

“PENTOLA” derives from the cookware commonly used by chefs. The team, 
formally known as U.C.R. strive to provide their guests with the best dining 
experience with classic Italian dishes and creative cocktails. And PENTOLA will 
always offer a “FUN TO EAT” dining experience to diners.

UCR X STECCO NATURA X  SOOPER YOO  
KENNEDY TOWN - WESTWOOD

Address: Shop 121&121A, 1/F, The Westwood, 8 Belcher's Street, Shek Tong 
Tsui, Western District

Stecco Natura’s ice cream and gelato series have always been popular in 
U.C.R. TKO. This time we will be partnering with them again to serve a 
variety of gelato, popsicles, and our signature coffee at Sooper Yoo. Specialty 
snacks such as Arancinis, hot dogs, banana splits and many more are ready 
for neighbors to enjoy. 



Address: Rm 3d, Fuk Sing Factory Building, 2 Walnut Street, Tai Kok Tsui
Tele #: 852 2816 6732

U.C.R. roastery is the heart of the brand. With the first in Hong Kong 
operating with Loring Smart Roaster, top-class quality control protocol and 
state of the art equipment, it represents the pinnacle of world-class coffee 
roastery. All our coffee is locally roasted and hand picked in Hong Kong.  
   
Besides serving as a quality control hub, this location is also our training 
center. Regular training and workshops keep our staff in the most 
advanced coffee brewing technique, together with servicing and other FnB 
related knowledge. 

URBAN COFFEE ROASTER
TKT ROASTERY

LOCATIONS



ORIGIN TRIP IN ETHIOPIA AND KENYA 

ORIGIN TRIP IN COLOMBIA

COFFEE BEAN SOURCING

ORIGIN TRIP IN PANAMA 

Aug 2022

Our co-founder Gary was invited to be the Guest Judge for Best of 
Panama 2022, known as the Oscar award for Coffee Bean Auction.

During the trip to Panama, he exchanges information on specialty 
coffee with all the coffee experts around the world, and share Hong 
Kong's coffee industries with all producers and baristas.

Dec 2017 & Dec 2018 & Dec 2019

For three consecutive years, our co-founder – Gary visited Ethiopia and 
Kenya during the harvesting season together with our green bean 
importing partners. During the trips, we had a chance to taste the most 
delicious coffee from the origins. From visiting those reputational 
estates and washing stations, i.e. Wuri, Banko Gotiti, we experienced 
the most updated processing technique and experimented with different 
kinds of processing with our own micro lots, i.e. processed our own 
Anaerobic lots in Wuri and Natural coffee in Kenya Jungle Estate.

Sep 2018 & Aug 2019 & Jul 2022

Our co-founder Gary was invited as the Judge for National Coffee 
Quality Contest: Colombia Land Of Diversity 2018
     
During the trip in Colombia, he visited farms where we have direct 
trade relationship, in which we developed a deeper understanding of 
the processing mills, the culture and the producers who grow the 
coffee we roasted. Besides, we processed our own coffee with 
customised fermentation.



COFFEE BEAN SOURCING

ORIGIN TRIP IN HONG KONG 

Dec 2021

We have been experimenting with various processes in the collaboration 
with O-Farm in Fan Ling, sharing with the expertises in the industry to 
grade the beans by cupping. Choosing what is the best for local beans 
by the fragrance & aroma, taste, texture, etc. 

ORIGIN TRIP IN ECUADOR

Jul 2022

Our co-founder Gary visited Ecuador’s pioneer producers and share 
thoughts about coffee beans. During the trips, he has also make 
some customised processing coffee with distinctive, intensive 
sweetness and fruity aromas.



COFFEE BEAN SUPPLY

COFFEE BEAN STORAGE PRE – ROAST PREPARATIONCOFFEE BEAN SOURCING

 

 

1.  FARM VISIT

3.  CUPPING

2.  GREEN BEAN SOURCING

4.  GREEN BEAN STORAGE

5.  GREEN BEANS PROFILE
     DENSITY, MOISTURE CONTENT,
        WATER ACTIVITY

6.  SATAKE GRAVITY 
     SELECTOR

Clean Cup is the first and the foremost criterion 
when U.C.R. team is sourcing green coffee. We 
source our green coffee all over the world, 
ranging from East Africa, America to Asia. Since 
2017, we have visited our favourite origins, i.e. 
Ethiopia, Kenya and Colombia, during the 
harvesting seasons. We have established 
relations with the producers and try to make our 
coffee as delicious and fresh as possible.  
  
Coffee, like other agricultural products, gets 
seasonality which can be tasted. We strive to 
source the latest crop of green and avoid any old 
crop component. Our coffee is tastier than usual 
owing to the new crop factor. Every year, we try 
to bring out the most fresh and delicious coffee 
to our beloved supporters.   

All our green coffee is packed in either vacuum 
sealed bags or GrainPro bags and stored in a 
controlled environment: 18-20 degree Celsius 
and 55-60% Relative Humidity (RH). We also 
assure that all the green beans are kept under 
good condition by regularly measuring the water 
activity of every batch.   

It is very important to have good knowledge in each 
type of coffee beans to find the best roasting 
profiles for the coffee and adjust it accordingly.  

Having solid relationships with our green bean 
importing partners, we have the capacity to obtain 
all the important information such as the farm 
spec, growing environment, processing and all 
other relevant green coffee bean profiles. 

In addition, we gather other relevant information as 
much as possible before drafting our roasting plan 
on the production day, from updating green bean 
situations (e.g. moisture content and density for 
every batch beans), to ambient conditions (e.g. 
humidity and atmospheric pressure). By knowing all 
this information, we can obtain the best roasting 
profiles for each single batch of coffee easily.  

Before getting to the roasting process, all green 
coffee beans go through a Gravity Selector by 
Satake, which separates heavy and light material 
using wind and oscillating sorting plate, to remove 
foreign objects that have different specific gravity 
than the material being sorted. As a result, we can 
sort out any contamination that green coffee beans 
might have. 



POST-ROAST SIFTING PACKAGING, STORAGE
AND DELIVERY

ROASTING

7.  LORING S15 FALCON

8.  DESTONER

9.  SATAKE OPTICAL SORTER

10.  HAND PICKING

11.  PACKING

12.  CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT 
       STORAGE AND DELIVERY

Roasting is a science that unlocks green coffee’s 
potential in the form of a different aroma and 
flavour and also a craft that refines the best form of 
them. We believe Sky is the limit in the world of 
coffee roasting. Every single batch of our roasting 
profiles is logged by Cropster, a sophisticated data 
logging system, which enables us to keep track of 
the roasting records, enforce quality control as well 
as carry on our research and development.  
  
Currently we are roasting on Loring Smart Roaster 
S15 Falcon. This is a highly efficient and modern 
roaster, designed and produced in Seattle, USA. 
There are several reasons why we pick this roaster 
over our previous machines, i.e. Probat UG15, Giesen 
W6A, Diedrich IR2.5. First of all, the in-built 
afterburner eliminates smoke during the roasting 
process, which diminishes the recurring pollution 
concern from coffee roasting. Secondly, the single 
burner design recycles energy from the previous 
roast, resulting in up to 80% fuel-savings and 
reduction of greenhouse gases in every roast, 
compared to conventional roasters. Thirdly, after 
experiencing different roasters, we found that the 
coffee roasted on Loring is always tasting sweeter, 
more developed, having a more full-bodied, 
flavourful taste while being very clean . Lastly and 
most importantly, the sealed roasting system keeps 
all objective environments of roasting constant, it is 
easier than ever to provide consistent roast from 
batch to batch. 

  

A single quaker bean could seriously make a 
milk coffee drink deteriorate. Stone pieces could 
even hurt the burr in coffee grinders. The process 
after roasting is as sophisticated, if not more 
than the roasting itself. It involves a high end 
multi-dimensional sifting mechanism to clear 
out the unwanted/low quality beans.  

Besides using the classic de-stoner, we also use 
a Satake optical sorter to sift out the quaker 
beans / over roasted beans, this sorter takes 
photo of the selected 25 samples of coffee beans 
to establish an acceptable range of colour, every 
single bean going through the system will be 
examined, and any of those outside the 
acceptable range will be sifted out. As a result, 
you will find our roasted coffee has a more even 
colour regardless of roasting level.   

  

After the sifting process, all coffee beans will be 
packed and stored in a controlled environment: 
18-20 degree Celsius and 50-55% Relative 
Humidity (RH).  

For retail coffee orders, the cut off date is every 
Sunday End of Business, production takes place 
on Monday and Tuesday, meanwhile, we ship out 
all the orders on Wednesday - both local and 
overseas orders, details of transportation cost 
can be found in checkout page in our webshop - 
ucr.hk  

For wholesale espresso, we usually have the 
coffee beans packed and then rested in our 
controlled storage room for 1-2 weeks before 
delivery, so that our end-customers could use 
the beans right away without the concern of 
resting period or any instability coming with it. 
Currently, we have our beans delivered every 
Tuesday and Friday. For wholesale enquiry, 
welcome to email us at info@ucr.hk 

  



WEEKLY QC PROTOCOL
- CUPPING
Cupping is the most objective way to evaluate a 
coffee, we follow a strict protocol from COE (Cup of 
Excellence). In which, coffee is judged by its clean 
cup, sweetness, acidity, mouthfeel, etc. We cup for 
green beans sourcing, profiles adjusting but most of 
the time working on quality controlling.  
  
We cup every single batch of our roasted beans before 
they get packed to ensure the quality by our standard 
protocol of cupping. It will be conducted by the whole 
team to detect any unusual defects. The samples not 
passing the QC protocol will not be included in our 
product line up. 

  





We are the sole licensed factory capable of automated coffee drip bag 
production in Hong Kong. For coffee drip bag production, all the coffee 
beans are freshly roasted, grinded and then processed by a fully 
automatic machine in the roastery at once. All the other related 
materials are certified and traceable. The inner bags are manufac-
tured from Fuso International, Japan. Meanwhile, the outter packages 
are manufactured from Taiwan.  
  
Fully automated production chain can minimise the potential 
contamination that could be caused by human hands. With the 
nitrogen filled packaging, the freshness of the coffee drip bags is 
ensured, the expiry date of an ordinary coffee drip bag, produced from 
our factory is well above a year. The outputted coffee drip bags are 
examined by our senior production managers to ensure each of those 
pass the quality control criteria. Lastly, our plants have experience in 
outputting 200 batches of coffee drip bags over the years, there is a 
proven track record with our consistency and stable delivery under 
stressed timelines. Besides making our own brand productions, we 
also welcome and cooperate with different brands to produce their 
own drip bags, either in brand collaboration format or OEM (Original 
Equipment Manufacturer) relationship. 

DRIP BAG OEM



We share our expertise for our wholesale clients, ranging from drink menu design, bar setup design, workflow management, and staff training. Since we 
have a competition focus team, we develop our own innovative and modern workflow to make sure the consistency and quality of beverage production is 
uptight. Below are some of the criteria we would conduct, for our inhouse barista and the syllabus is always being updated with the latest coffee trend.  

CAFÉ SETUP

Workflow design – Making one cup of good coffee is not the goal for 
setting up a good coffee bar, but consistently making good cups is, no 
matter who is operating. We often hear from customers, commenting 
about inconsistency in coffee quality produced with different barista, 
a systematic workflow can be useful to eliminate most of the human 
error.     

Coffee beans and recipe recommendation – We recommend on the 
range of espresso extraction based on the coffee beans profile, i.e. 
Ethiopia origin to be extracted with a higher ratio (coffee ground to 
Water 1:2.5) for more clarity and layers of flavoured espresso, lower 
ratio for milk based coffee i.e. 1:1.5. 

Sensory development – Your coffee is as good as the sensory of the 
barista, the primary key to a good cup of coffee is the sensory of the 
barista brewing it. Developing the Palate sensitivity and cognition of 
taste is an important and core part of the training. It provides the ruler 
for standard and the direction for barista how to orchestra the coffee 
brewing recipe.
     
Brewing - After knowing what’s good and bad, this is the skillset that 
helps the baristas to attain the desired profile, either it is espresso or 
filter coffee, they follow the same Golden Cup Brewing Standard: 
Coffee-to-Water Ratio, Coffee Preparation Temperature, Grind/ particle 
size distribution, Time of Coffee – to- water contact, Temperature, 
Turbulence and Filter Media.    

Milk frothing – Good skills in milk frothing doesn’t only mean good 
latte art, but it also helps baristas to make any kind of milk-based 
drink ranging from Mocha, Chai Latte to Matcha latte. Not to mention, 
good mixing skills can greatly increase the taste and mouthfeel of a 
latte drink.  





INTERNATIONAL EXPOSURE

Since 2017 UCR team has been actively 
participating in Asia’s coffee event since 
2017. We are planning to extend our 
exposure to South East Asia, Middle East 
and Europe really soon!  
   

Past overseas expo participated:
Hotelex Shanghai / Beijing / Chengdu / 
Guangzhou / Shenzhen / Taiwan 
International Coffee Show

CAFÉ SHOW SHANGHAI 
  
We are honoured to be part of CAFEEX in 
Shanghai hosted by Hotelex. The Expo 
covers a wide range of contents, 
including the latest information from 
origins, cupping sharing, roasting, 
gears, platforms, to brewing & 
extraction. The sharing and interchange 
inspire us, bringing in new ideas. 



URBAN COFFEE ROASTER AT C-DOU
- SEP 2017 TO SEP 2018

MADNESS 4TH ANNIVERSARY POP UP STORE 
- TOKYO JUL 2018

IWC 150TH ANNIVERSARY CAFÉ
- APR TO JUN 2018

COLLABORATIONS - POP UP STORE

UCR participated in this project as a coffee partner to 
Madness, we tailor made a series of products, ranging from 
coffee bags to coffee beans packaging, as well as the blend 
of espresso we served during the event. 

IWC HK celebrated their 150 years Anniversary with our 
cooperated café, it was a popular place for any watches 
lovers and coffee lovers, we tailor made a house blend for 
this event – IWC blend with floral and berries aroma and 
flavour with chocolate aftertaste. 

Catering to a more expat driven neighbourhood, this one 
year pop-up served not only as the go-to cafe for residents 
in the area, but the perfect brunch spot to relax at weekends 
and to experience art and cultural events to meet creative 
designers and their works curated by C-DOU.  



MISS PISCES CREATIONS X UCR 
- SHEUNG WAN OCT TO NOV 2021
 
“Breathe” - the pop up cafe by UCR and Miss Pisces Creations, 
used local roasted beans by us, and served artisan pastries and 
bread by Miss Pisces Creations. We created special menu items 
at the pop up, Strawberry Angel and Cinnamon Latte. Not only 
that, we invited The Flower Catalogue to design an 
instagram-worthy maple themed floral installation. Autumn 
themed bouquets were available. We hope every customer can 
feel the warmth and enjoy the little things with us. 

DFS AT QUARRY BAY
- AUG 2021 TO PRESENT

In Aug 2021, we were given a project to build a coffee counter 
from scratch to cater for over 700 staff in DFS Asia Pacific 
headquarter. 

COLLABORATIONS - POP UP STORE

PANDORA X URBAN COFFEE ROASTER
- NOV 2022 

In Nov 2022, we were invited to join a pop-up Christmas cafe
【More Than A Gift 】in Hysan Place with Pandora. With this 
chance, we have also launched an exclusive Christmas drip 
bag series with Pandora.



PALE INK

Perfume Trees Gin named this coffee liqueur “Pale Ink” 
as an expression of the weighted emotions settling in 
Hong Kong. Pale Ink is a traditional Japanese grey colour 
(Usuzumi-iro), and an art expression in traditional 
Chinese landscape paintings that uses a technique that 
dilutes black ink as a way to capture the humility and 
virtues steeped in Eastern philosophy. 

YOUNG MASTER
An uplifting cheer for times you might be languishing, 
Add Oil 加 油 is making a much-anticipated comeback 
with winning the 2022 Gold Award. A hefty bourbon 
barrel-aged imperial coffee stout brewed in partnership 
with Young master, this release showcases our washed 
Panama Finca Santa Teresa beans. Taste notes of 
walnuts, dried stone fruits, and citrus peel from the 
coffee layer on a brooding chocolatey, roasty stout 
elevated with vanilla and coconut overtones from the 
bourbon barrels. No matter you start your day or end your 
night with Add Oil 加油, it won’t judge and will always 
root for you. 

MASK ON

Face masks are an indispensable item in life, coffee has 
also become an existence that connects everyone. We are 
happy to cooperate with the MO team to launch Arise, 
bringing out the concept of "arise in the morning and get 
ready for the day." Wake up in the morning with cuppa 
specialty coffee, and wear a high-quality mask to set off 
every day. 

COLLABORATIONS - PRODUCTS



AH JENG 

Crossover with DJ AH JENG, we brought in the COE 
winner “Flor Lichi” from Colombia Cauca Finca El 
Paraiso, with the Anaerobic process, it tastes like 
yogurt, dried mango and osmanthus, which has a 
strong tropical flavor. 

*Colombia Cauca Finca El Paraiso Double Anaerobic 
Flor Lichi Drip Bag

PUREBAMBOO

This is a special collaboration with PureBamboo.
For indoor and outdoor use. Ideal for daily drinking 
(hot/cold) water, tea, coffee cup, juice, wine or 
beer. Suitable for camping, hiking and picnic. It 
can also be used as a snack or light food bowl. 
The Set contains Bamboo Cup x1, Coffee Drip Bag 
x6, Reusable Linen Bag x1.

COLLABORATIONS - DRIP BAGS



ECUP X MR MEN. LITTLE MISS 

Coffee from Ethiopia Sidamo Bensa UCR Selection G1 
Anaerobic Honey sourced and selected by eCup and 
UCR teams, it has a floral aroma, delicate citrus 
acidity and honey-like sweetness. The taste notes are 
bergamot, longan honey and black tea. Each drip bag 
is packaged with nitrogen, which is best to keep the 
unique flavor of the coffee.Freshly roasted and 
packaged in Hong Kong

COLLABORATIONS - DRIP BAGS

PANDORA

Our team has launched an exclusive Christmas drip 
bag series including one specially made for 
Pandora. Coffee from Colombia Cauca Finca El 
Paraiso, “Flor Lichi” processed by Double Anaerobic. 
With flavors of osmanthus, lemongrass, and litchi 
honey which suits Pandora the best.



Contact

852 28166732 / 
INFO@UCR.HK

Address

TKT ROASTERY

RM 3D, FUK SING FACTORY BUILDING, 
2 WALNUT STREET, 
TAI KOK TSUI, KOWLOON, 
HONG KONG

Web / Facebook & Instagram

WWW.UCR.HK 

CONTACT

@URBANCOFFEEROASTER






